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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel admission and routing
scheme which takes into account arbitrarily assigned priorities
for network flows. The presented approach leverages the central-
ized Software Defined Networking (SDN) capabilities in order
to do so. Exact and heuristic approaches to the stated Priority
Flow Admission and Routing (PFAR) problem are provided. The
exact approach which provides an optimal solution is based on
Integer Linear Programming (ILP). Given the potentially long
running time required to find an exact and optimal solution,
a heuristic approach is proposed; this approach is based on
Genetic Algorithms (GAs). In order to effectively estimate the
performance of the proposed approaches, a simulator that is
capable of generating semi-random network topologies and flows
has been developed. Experimental results for large problem
instances (up 50 network nodes and thousands of network flows),
show that: i) an optimal solution can be often found in few
seconds (even milliseconds), and ii) the heuristic approach yields
close-to-optimal solutions (approximately 95% of the optimal) in
a fixed amount of time; these experimental results demonstrate
the pertinence of the proposed approaches.
Index Terms—Priority flows, admission, routing, integer linear
programming, genetic algorithms, reinforcement learning
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, computer networks have become highly
dynamic, and new solutions for their fast deployment and
management have been proposed, providing extraordinary
capabilities. Yet, these capabilities continue to be explored,
and new possibilities remain open. Software Defined Network-
ing (SDN) [1] is a network management technology, which en-
ables fast reconfiguration through a centralized interface. SDN
is currently deployed in large data centers, and mission critical
networks (see for example [2]). Moreover, taking advantage of
the capabilities provided by SDN, novel functional network
capabilities are proposed; for example, using load balancing
for maximizing the resource utilization [3] or maximizing the
Quality of Experience (QoE) of end-users [4].
In computer networks where the resources (or medium)
are shared, the usual strategy is to allocate certain dedicated
bandwidth to users (or applications), according to a predefined
Service Level Agreement (SLA). However, this scheme is
not ideal for prioritizing important traffic, especially when
the network is congested. Particularly, there is no notion
of admission (or rejection) of passing traffic based on its
priority. An interesting perspective is to take admission and
possibly even routing decisions (drop or re-route) in order to
privilege traffic with higher priority. In this paper, we aim at
providing solutions for this issue by leveraging the centralized
management capabilities of SDN.
In order to better understand the problem we aim at solving,
let us consider a simple example. Consider the data-plane
depicted in Fig. 1, where the nodes in the graph represent
network nodes that forward traffic, through the links between
them, and the bandwidth capacity of each link is shown in
the associated label (assume a predetermined bandwidth unit,
e.g., megabytes per second, Mbps for short). Assume the
flows traversing the network are listed in Table I; furthermore,
assume a larger value implies a higher priority. A solution is
to assign the path N1 → N2 to the flow with ID 2 (and highest
priority), the path N1 → N3 → N2 to the flow with ID 4, the
path N1 → N4 → N2 to the flow with ID 1, and no path
(drop) for the flow with ID 3 (and lowest priority). Ideally, all
flows should be admitted; in order to do so, the problem can be
reduced to finding the appropriate path for each flow. However,
whenever this is not possible, flows with higher priority should
be favored (i.e., flows with lower priority can be dropped). We
note that in order to avoid a few (or a single) high priority
flows (with large bandwidth requirements) from occupying all
the available resources, we do not focus on a fully hierarchical
admission of the flows. Rather, we focus on maximizing the
total value of the priorities of the admitted flows. Nevertheless,
a strict prioritization of network flows is possible, and we also
discuss this possibility (see Section III).
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Fig. 1. Example network topology
We formally define the problem and propose an exact
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ID source destination required bandwidth priority
1 N1 N2 2 10
2 N1 N2 2 1000
3 N3 N2 1 1
4 N1 N2 2 100
TABLE I
EXAMPLE FLOWS
solution through integer linear programming (see Section III
for the exact solution and Section II for the related concepts).
As we aim at providing a dynamic and runtime routing
solution, searching for an exact optimal solution may be
unfeasible in a reasonable time, for a large number of nodes
and flows in the network. Thus, a heuristic approach based on
evolutionary algorithms is proposed (see Section IV). In order
to estimate both the time feasibility of the exact approach
and the optimality of the proposed heuristic approach, an
experimental evaluation has been performed (see Section V).
Our experiments show that the exact solution can be often
found in a reasonable amount of time, and furthermore when
this is not possible, our heuristic approach can provide close-
to-optimal results in a fixed amount of time. Based on those
experiments we conclude that both approaches are applicable
and complementary to solve the stated problem.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In our attempt to make this paper as self-contained as
possible, this section briefly reviews some of the necessary
concepts used throughout the paper.
A. Software Defined Networking
In traditional networks, the configuration, management, and
data-forwarding interfaces are distributed / located at each of
the data forwarding devices (switches / routers) in the data-
plane. The data-paths (the paths network packets follow in a
data-plane) in the network are the result of the configuration
on each of the forwarding devices; each of the devices has a
local configuration and management interface. Thus, in order
to re-configure the data-paths, several devices must be re-
configured; as a consequence, while re-configuring each device
the network may be in an inconsistent state, the process can
be error-prone and slow. As an example, assume a data-plane
in a traditional network as (only the data-plane) shown in
Fig. 2. Assume all flows from h1 to h2 follow the data-path
depicted in solid arrows (h1 → r1 → r2 → h2); consider
the link (r1, r2) is too loaded. In order to re-configure some
of the traffic to use an alternative data-path, for example
h1 → r1 → r3 → r2 → h2 (depicted in dashed arrows
in Fig. 2), the forwarding devices r1, r3, and r2 must be re-
configured, independently.
SDN overcomes these limitations by separating the control
and data-plane layers [1]. With a centralized SDN controller,
SDN applications can automatically re-configure the SDN
data-plane in a timely manner. Furthermore, the devices in
the data-plane may have different configuration protocols and
interfaces (called the southbound interface of the SDN con-
troller), while the SDN controller has a single communication
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Fig. 2. Example SDN architecture
protocol (northbound interface) with the applications; thus,
simplifying communication with heterogeneous and vendor-
agnostic data-planes. Finally, SDN-enabled forwarding devices
steer (route / forward) the incoming network packets based on
so-called flow rules installed by the SDN applications (through
the controller). A flow rule consists of three main (functional)
parts: a packet matching part, an action part and a location
/ priority part. The matching part describes the values which
a received network packet should have for a given rule to
be applied. The action part states the required operations to
perform to the matched network packets, while the location
/ priority part controls the hierarchy of the rules using tables
and priorities. Finally, it is important to note that our approach
is generic to any centralized routing management paradigm.
Nonetheless, as SDN is the only widespread technology that
provides the desired capabilities, we focus on SDN as an
enabler technology.
B. Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
An ILP problem has the following general form [5]:
maximize cTx
subject to Ax ≤ b
x ≥ 0
x ∈ Zn
(1)
where x is a vector of n non-negative integers, c and b
are integer vectors, and A is an integer matrix. The func-
tion to maximize is the objective function representing the
objective (or goal) of the optimization. The remainder of the
problem formulation presents the constraints, i.e., what the
maximization of the objective function is subject to. An ILP
problem represents in most cases a combinatorial optimization
problem; there exists a finite number of possible solutions, and
the solutions must be integer-valued. A given instance of the
optimization problem is the tuple (F, c), where F ⊆ Zn is a
domain of feasible points, and c is an objective function such
that c : F → Z+; hereafter, Z+ represents the set of non-
negative integers. The solution of the optimization problem is
to find f ∈ F such that c(f) ≥ c(y);∀y ∈ F ; in this case, the
point f is a globally optimal solution.
Algorithms to solve linear programming problems have
been studied since the 1940s. One of most popular ones is
the Dantzig’s Simplex algorithm [6]. Correspondingly, to solve
ILP problems, the cutting plane methods based on Gomory’s
algorithm [7] can be applied. Modern tools for solving in-
stances of ILP problems as Gurobi [8] or CPLEX [9], use
such cutting plane methods, branch and bound algorithms [10],
branch and cut [11] algorithms and others. It is important to
mention that even if ILP is NP-hard [12], in practice, problems
with hundreds or thousands of variables can be solved in a few
seconds, due to a large number of implemented heuristics.
C. Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GAs) as described by Goldberg [13] are
“search procedures based on the mechanics of natural selection
and natural genetics.” In general, a genetic algorithm consists
of the following steps:
1) Initialization – Create a set of initial candidate solutions
(often randomly generated), usually referred to as the
population. Such solutions for ILP problems, candidate
solutions (also called individuals) can be the values of
the variables of the problem. In general, the individuals
can be encoded as some primitive data-type, known as
the genotype, and such solutions have an interpretation
(for example, which paths to assign to which flows)
called the phenotype.
2) Selection – From the candidate solutions, select the most
fit; for an ILP problem that would be those with higher
value of the objective function, otherwise a fitness func-
tion needs to be defined. Note that, often the selection is
not only done based on the individual’s fitness but, also
based on how different the individual is from the others;
this is done to avoid the convergence of the population
to the individual with highest fitness (not necessarily the
optimal)
3) Generation – The most fit individuals get to breed
and produce new generations. Crossover (takes some
parts of the parents to create a new individual) and
mutation (randomly changes some of the individual’s
values, not to have repeated exact populations) are the
most common genetic operators. Crossover and mutation
are applied to the population randomly, depending on
a probability that may be set, in order to control how
often such operators are applied. After the generation
the process restarts with the selection step (step 2)
4) Termination – For bounded optimization, the GA stops
whenever the maximal value is obtained by the fitness
of a given individual. Other possibilities are to stop
whenever some number of generations / time is reached,
or whenever a number of generations no longer produce
better results (best maximal fitness).
It is important to note that GAs are so-called meta heuristic
algorithms, as such, they may produce a good quality solution
or they may not, there is no guarantee that such approaches
do so. Although the seemingly random nature of GAs may
lead to believe that good results are not often obtained, the
search is guided by the fitness function, solutions are preserved
according to their level of fitness; GAs attempt to exploit the
structure of good candidate solutions by recombining them.
Therefore, in practice, GAs often provide good solutions for
hard problems.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND EXACT SOLUTION
In Section I, we described the problem we are interested
in solving. In order to avoid ambiguity from the description
of our problem statement, we present the formal definition of
the objects involved. Such definitions and notations are used
throughout the rest of the paper.
Definition 1. (Network) A network N is a directed and
weighted graph (V,E, c), where:
• V is a set of nodes;
• E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges (ordered pairs of nodes);
• c : E → Z+ is a bandwidth capacity function.
As an example, for the network presented in Fig. 1, the
model representing it is (V,E, c), where V = {N1, N2, N3,
N4}, E = {(N1, N2), (N1, N3), (N1, N4), (N2, N3), (N2,
N4), (N3, N4), (N2, N1), (N3, N1), (N4, N1), (N3, N2), (N4,
N2), (N4, N3)}, and c is defined as follows:
c(e) =

1, if e ∈ {(N2, N1), (N2, N4), (N3, N4)}
3, if e ∈ {(N3, N1), (N2, N3)}
4, if e ∈ {(N4, N1)}
2, otherwise.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the network is
connected (meaning all nodes are reachable from any node
in the network); otherwise each connected component can be
considered an independent network. Following the traditional
notions in graphs, we formally consider a path in a graph as
a sequence of edges, i.e., a path p ∈ E∗. As an example, the
path N1 → N2 → N3 → N4 is formally the sequence of edges
(N1, N2)(N2, N3)(N3, N4). We note that, for convenience, we
denote the source of an edge e as src(e), and its destination
as dst(e). Likewise, we denote the i-th edge of a path p as
pi. Similarly, we denote the length of a path p as |p|.
In our work, we are interested in centralized admission
and routing in so-called transportation (or flow) networks. In
such networks, nodes can receive and send flows, however,
the capacity on the links cannot be exceeded. Informally, a
(network) flow can be considered as “a set of packets passing
an observation point in the network during a certain time
interval. All packets belonging to a particular flow have a
set of common properties.”, following RFC 3917 [14]. It is
important to note that for the scope of our work, the common
characteristics of the packets are found in the packet header
(as those described in RFC 3917), however, the approach and
formalism can be easily extended for considering some parts in
the payload of the network packet (at least for non-encrypted
protocols). Formally, a network flow is defined as follows.
Definition 2. (Flow) A network flow f in a network N = (V,
E, c) is a four-tuple, (s, d, b, h). s, d ∈ V , are source (s) and
destination (d) nodes for the flow, b ∈ Z+ is the required
bandwidth1 of the flow, and finally h ∈ {0, 1}k is the packet
header (of k bits) of the packets belonging to the flow,
containing the common characteristics that distinguish it (from
other flows).
For convenience, for a given flow f = (s, d, b, h), we denote
the source of that flow as s(f), the destination as d(f), the
required bandwidth capacity as b(f), and finally, the header as
h(f). Consider a flow with an eight-bit header f = (N1, N2,
2, 00110011) for the network N , as shown in the example.
The goal is to admit and send the flow with the characteristics
encoded in 00110011 from the source N1 to the destination
N2, the bit rate at which the network packets with such
characteristics arrive from N1 is two (assume a proper bit rate
unit). In order to be able to admit and send that flow, a path
must be assigned to it; for example, a valid assignment for the
flow f is the path (N1, N3)(N3, N4)(N4, N2). We note that
the path p can be empty (denoted p = ), and thus, it represents
not admitting the flow (dropping packets at the source node).
This is the general case for assigning network flows through
a network. However, as previously stated, we focus on the
prioritization of flows. Thus, there is an intrinsic notion of
priority between flows. This priority can be a combination
of different characteristics of the flows, for example, source,
destination, type of application, etc. Without loss of generality
we assume that all information which is relevant to distinguish
between one flow and another can be found in the flow’s
header. For that reason, we formally define the concept of
priority simply as:
Definition 3. (Priority) A priority for the header of the packets
belong to a flow h(f) is a function P : {0, 1}k → Z+.
We note that the priority function maps a packet header
to a given priority number. We assume that a larger priority
value implies the more important the flows with such header
are to be considered. Having all the previous notions, we can
formally state our problem of interest.
The Priority Flow Admission and Routing (PFAR) prob-
lem: Given a network N = (V,E, c), a finite set of flows F ,
and a priority function P , find a path for each flow (mapping
solution) S : F → E∗, such that: i) the paths are simple
and valid for the flows and network; ii) the bandwidth of the
allocated flows does not exceed the bandwidth capacity of each
link; and finally iii) the value of the priority of the allocated
flows is maximal. These three conditions are hereafter referred
to as the properties of a PFAR solution.
1We assume measured in a proper data transfer rate, e.g., megabytes per
second.
That a path p is simple and valid for a given flow f = (s,
d, b, h) and network N = (V,E, c) means that there are
no repeated nodes in the path, and valid means that if
p 6=  (if it is not an empty path, i.e., the flow is to be
dropped), src(p1) = s ∧ dst(p|p|) = d ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,
|p|−1}dst(pi) = src(pi+1)∧∀j ∈ {1, . . . , |p|}pj ∈ E, that is,
the path starts at s, finishes at d, it is connected, and respects
the underlying network connectivity. That the bandwidth of
the allocated flows does not exceed the capacity of each link
is a restriction on each link, i.e., ∀e ∈ E∑f∈F e b(f) ≤ c(e),
where F e = {f |f ∈ F and ∃i S(f)i = e}, that is the sum
of the required bandwidth of set of flows whose mapping
(solution) transverses the link e must be less or equal than
the capacity of the edge e. Finally, that value of the priority
of the allocated flows is maximal means that for any valid
mapping of flows to paths M : F → E∗, S is optimal, i.e.,∑
f∈FS P(h(f)) ≥
∑
f∈FM P(h(f)), where FS = {f |f ∈
F and S(f) 6= }, and FM = {f |f ∈ F and M(f) 6= },
that is, the sum of the priority of the set of admitted flows by
the solution S is greater or equal than the sum of the priority
of the set of admitted flows for any other valid mapping.
The PFAR problem is a typical combinatorial optimization
problem, and thus, we present a straightforward formulation
of the PFAR problem as an ILP program.
A. An exact PFAR solution using an ILP program
To solve the PFAR problem using ILP, a simple algorithm
can be constructed. This algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
The notation for the PFAR problem has been previously pre-
sented. However, the particular notations for the ILP problem
are presented in Table II. The ILP formulation for a given
PFAR problem instance 〈N = (V,E, c), F = {(s1, d1, b1,
h1) . . . , (s|F |, d|F |, b|F |, h|F |)},P〉 is presented in Equation 2.
Algorithm 1: PFAR exact solution using ILP
input : A network N = (V,E, c), a set of flows
F = {(s1, d1, b1, h1) . . . , (s|F |, d|F |, b|F |, h|F |)}, and
a priority function P
output : A mapping S : F → E∗, with the properties of a
PFAR solution
Step 1: Construct an ILP program for the PFAR instance
〈N,F,P〉 as shown in Equation 2 (see Table II for the ILP
notation).
Step 2: Solve the ILP program, and obtain the solution for
variables ρi,m.
Step 3: Set S ← ∅
Step 4: foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , |F |} do
Set p←  // Assign to p the empty path
if ∃ρi,m = 1 then
Set p← paths(fi)m // Set the m-th path
for the i-th flow
Set S ← S ∪ {(fi, p)} // Add the mapping of
the path p to flow fi
return S
maximize
|F |∑
i=1
P(h(fi)) ∗ αi
subject to:
|paths(fi)|∑
m=1
ρi,m = αi; ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |F |} (i)∑
(j,l)∈paths(fi)m
εi,j,l ≥ |paths(fi)m| ∗ ρi,m; ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |F |}∀m ∈ {1, . . . ,paths(fi)} (ii)
|F |∑
i
b(fi) ∗ εi,j,l ≤ c((j, l)); ∀(j, l) ∈ E (iii)∑
(j,l)∈E and 1i((j,l))=0
εi,j,l = 0; ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |F |} (iv)
αi ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |F |} (v)
ρi,m ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |F |}∀m ∈ {1, . . . ,paths(fi)} (vi)
εi,j,l ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |F |}∀(i, j) ∈ E (vii)
(2)
Symbol Meaning
fi The i-th flow in lexicographical order of F
αi A variable denoting if the i-th flow should
be admitted (αi = 1) or dropped (αi = 0)
paths(fi) A set of (simple and valid) paths for flow
fi
paths(fi)m The m-th path in lexicographical order for
the set of paths for flow fi
ρi,m A variable denoting if the i-th flow should
be routed via the m-th path for fi (in
lexicographical order of paths(fi))
εi,j,l A variable denoting if the i-th flow should
be routed through the edge (j, l)
1i((j, l)) A characteristic function, indicating if edge
(j, l) belongs to the any path for the i-th
flow
TABLE II
ILP PROGRAM NOTATION
The key idea behind the algorithm is the construction of
the ILP program. Essentially, the objective is to maximize the
sum of the priorities of the admitted flows (αi). However, in
order to admit a flow, one (and only one) path must be chosen
(ρi,m), according to restriction (i). This path can be chosen
only if all edges involved in the path (εi,j,l) can route the
flow in question, as per restriction (ii). In order to determine
if an edge can route the flow in question, the sum of the
required bandwidth of all the candidate flows to be routed
through that edge must be less or equal than the bandwidth
capacity of the edge, as shown in restriction (iii). Finally, edges
that cannot route a flow since they do not belong in any of
the paths for that flow must be set to zero (εi,j,l), according to
restriction (iv), and all variables involved are binary, according
to restrictions (v), (vi), and (vii). Note that a given edge can
route a flow in multiple paths, and thus restriction (ii) is not
a strict equality, to be able to have edges that route a flow
in other paths. Once having the solution to this ILP problem,
constructing the paths from the edges that can route the flows
is straightforward. As shown in Step 4 of the algorithm, if
there a path for a flow, this path is the proper mapping for the
flow in question. As an example, the ILP program constructed
for the network shown in Fig. 1 and the flows shown in Table I
can be found in Appendix A. The correctness of Algorithm 1
is proven by the following statement.
Proposition 1. Given A PFAR instance I = 〈N = (V,
E, c), F,P〉, @M : F → E ∗ ∑f∈FM P(h(f)) >∑
f∈FS P(h(f)), where S is the solution to I provided by
Algorithm 1, both M, S map to paths that are simple and
valid for N and F , and the bandwidth of the allocated flows
does not exceed the bandwidth capacity of each link.
Proof. By contradiction. Assume that there exists such an M
thatM : F → E∗ ∑f∈FM P(h(f)) >∑f∈FS P(h(f)). As
the solution S was constructed using the ILP shown in Equa-
tion 2, we know that at most a single path is chosen for a flow
due to restriction (i), and that the bandwidth of the allocated
flows are less or equal than the bandwidth capacity of each
link due to restriction (ii) and (iii). Furthermore, we know that∑|F |
i=1 P(h(fi)) ∗ αi is maximal. Additionally, we know that
for any αi 6= 0 =⇒ ∃ρi,m 6= 0. According to Algorithm 1,
for all these flows a non-empty path is associated. Thus,∑
f∈FS P(h(f)) can be expressed as
∑|F |
i=1 P(h(fi)) ∗αi, as
for αi = 0, empty paths are mapped, and furthermore, do not
participate in the sum. As
∑|F |
i=1 P(h(fi)) ∗ αi is maximal,
for paths that are simple and valid for N and F and the
bandwidth of the allocated does not exceed bandwidth capacity
of each link, so is
∑
f∈FS P(h(f)). Thus, a valid mappingM
such that
∑
f∈FM P(h(f)) >
∑
f∈FS P(h(f)) cannot exist,
arriving to a contradiction.
Discussion – on limiting the number of paths per flow:
Indeed, the ILP formulation finds the exact solution for the
PFAR problem. Nonetheless, as shown in Equation 2, the
general ILP form has many restrictions and variables that
should be added to the problem for all paths for each flow.
In the worst-case scenario, for a complete graph (full-mesh
network) there are effectively (|V | − 2)!∑|V |−2i=1 1i! paths for
a single flow; note that the sum is always greater than or
equal to one. For that reason, the size of the problem can
rapidly grow (factorial growth) and the problem can become
computationally expensive, further, finding a solution can be
unfeasible in real time. There are different possibilities on how
to limit the number of paths. Practically, it is often not desir-
able to have very long paths; mostly since the network packets
may get long delays, and furthermore, the longer the path, the
more edges (and thus resources) a flow occupies. Therefore,
an easy way to limit the number of paths is to limit the length
of the paths in question. For that reason, in our experimental
section (Section V) we follow this approach. Other methods
for limiting the number of paths are possible. However, the
choice highly depends on the specific application, since not
considering certain paths may imply loosing possibilities to
route priority traffic that may be potentially admissible.
Discussion – on strict and non-strict prioritization of
flow admission and routing: According to the PFAR problem
formulation, flows with higher priority can be dropped, if the
sum of priorities of lower priority flows surpasses that of the
flow with higher priority. We formulated the problem in such
a way as we consider this a desirable feature, since, few high
priority flows can occupy all the network resources, and thus,
a strict prioritization is not always desirable. Furthermore, by
correctly assigning the priorities it can be guaranteed how
many lower priority flows are necessary to overcome a higher
priority flow. For example, as shown in Table I, there is
a factor of ten between each priority; that implies that for
flows with a priority of 1000, effectively 101 flows of priority
ten must be admitted in order to drop a single flow with
priority 1000. However, we do recognize the interest of a
strict flow prioritization. A simple pre-processing is necessary
to use our proposed approaches. For a given instance 〈N,
F,P〉, first, group flows according to priority. That is to
obtain non-empty sets with the different priorities, such that
Fn = {f |f ∈ F and P(f) = n}. For each Fn, and in
decreasing order of n, create a new instance 〈N,Fn,P〉, and
solve using our proposed approach. The advantage of such
prioritization scheme is that it effectively reduces the number
of flows per instance, and thus, the complexity of finding
a solution. As discussed in this and the next section, the
complexity of the proposed approach can be an issue.
IV. HEURISTIC SOLUTION
In the previous section, we present an exact solution to the
PFAR problem. However, the problem can yield instances for
which the exact solution can only be computed in exponential
time with respect to the number of nodes and flows of
the problem instance2. For large instances (e.g., 50 nodes
and 5000 flows), this is rather unfeasible, for runtime traffic
management, especially for highly variable traffic. For that
reason, we turn our attention to heuristic approaches. We focus
on a solution of the PFAR problem that is still valid and
respects the bandwidth capacity of the links, however, we
sacrifice the optimality for the sake of computational time;
this is a usual trade-off for such hard problems.
We focus on GAs, as optimization problems like the PFAR
problem are good candidates for employing such heuristic
approaches. We discuss the particular characteristics of a GA
tailored for the PFAR problem.
Individual representation: The natural representation of
an individual for an ILP problem is an array of values,
where each position represents one variable of the problem.
As all variables in the problem are binary, a simple bit-
string representation is well-suited for the genotype of the
individuals. In order to better illustrate this concept, consider
individuals contain only the ρ variables of the ILP problem
formulation. An individual I has the following form:
I =
|paths(f1)|︷ ︸︸ ︷
ρ1,1 . . . ρ1,|paths(f1)| . . .
|paths(f|F |)|︷ ︸︸ ︷
ρ|F |,1 . . . ρ|F |,|paths(f|F |)|︸ ︷︷ ︸∑|F |
i=1 |paths(fi)|
For the particular example shown in Fig. 1, and Table I,
there are five possible paths for each flow, and thus, all individ-
uals have a total length of 20; the individual whose genotype
(bit-string) representation is I = 10000100001000010000, has
a phenotype representation of assigning each flow to its first
path, i.e., ρi,1 = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
If considering an individual as a bit-string of all the variables
involved in the ILP problem, many individuals can represent
unfeasible solutions. For example, if the bit-string in the
position corresponding to admitting flow i (αi) is equal to
one but, all bits corresponding to which route to choose are
zero, this is an unfeasible solution. To avoid having such
fragile relationships in the individuals, different strategies have
been implemented. The first is to consider only the route
variables as the chromosome representation. The reason is
that these variables are enough to infer the proper value of
other variables. For example, if ρi,m = 1 it implies that all
the edge variables corresponding to the m-th path for the i-th
flow (εi,j,l) must be assigned to one, and αi = 1. Additionally,
such representation allows a less space (memory) consuming
population.
Initialization: As previously discussed, one of the pecu-
liarities of the PFAR problem is its fragile relationships and
dependencies between the variables. For that reason, in order
to seed the initial population we assign each flow to at most
one randomly chosen path. Furthermore, as assigning many of
2Note that the proof of the problem’s complexity is outside the scope of this
work, nonetheless, proving that the problem is NP-hard can be done through
a reduction from one of the original 21 problems of Karp [15], the Knapsack
problem (see [16] for the proper formulation).
the flows to paths can surpass the link capacities, we do this
assignation with a very low probability (0.01%); this allows
the genetic operators (mutation and crossover), and the fitness
function to correctly guide the evolutionary process, and find
very fit individuals. For the initial population we chose 100
individuals. The reason is that for large instances, the genotype
may be a very long bit-string, and thus, processing long
individuals can be time consuming; having more individuals
may reduce the time to explore more generations and correctly
guide the population toward a good fitness.
In order to improve the search for fit individuals, one
possible strategy is to create chromosomes with a smart initial-
ization [17]. We set one individual from the initial population
to contain the solution provided by a greedy algorithm. The
greedy algorithm sorts the flows in non-increasing order of
their priority, and tries to find a path that can accept the flow
in that order. Later, a mapping is done to assign the found paths
to the corresponding flows. Finally, a chromosome is created
to reflect the choice of the greedy algorithm. This process is
straightforward; for each flow if the flow is assigned a non-
empty path, set the bit corresponding to the path to 1. We note
that, any other polynomial-time algorithms can be considered
for the initial population.
Selection: In order to measure the fitness of each of the
individuals in the population, a fitness function is defined. As
previously stated, the fitness function can be the objective
of the ILP problem, i.e.,
∑|F |
i=1 P(h(fi)) ∗ αi, however, the
problem does not have direct knowledge of the α variables.
Thus, if the individuals are guaranteed to have at most a
single path assigned, the fitness function can be modified
to
∑|F |
i=1
∑|paths(fi)|
m=1 P(h(fi)) ∗ ρi,m. Nevertheless, when as-
signing a flow to a given path, the genetic algorithm has
no knowledge whether this assignment surpasses the capacity
of some link, providing an unfeasible solution. In order to
avoid such cases, inspired by reinforcement learning [18],
we propose that the fitness function is capable of providing
negative rewards for individuals which assign a flow to a path
which surpasses a link capacity. Then, the proposed fitness
function is:
∑|F |
i=1
∑|paths(fi)|
m=1 P(h(fi))∗ρi,m∗fits((V,E, c),
F, i), where fits is a function that equals 1 if the flow i fits
in the graph (V,E, c) considering all previous i−1 flows that
fit, and -1 otherwise. Note that, such definition highly depends
on the order of the flows, however, we show that such defini-
tion effectively guides the search in Section V. Additionally,
the penalization is cumulative for flows surpassing the link
capabilities, if previous flows do not fit, they are considered
as not admitted, and a negative reward is added to the fitness.
With such formulation, placing flows in paths that surpasses
a link capacity is discouraged as the fitness decreases when
choosing such individuals, and therefore, such individuals are
less likely to survive and pass to the next generations.
Having the fitness function defined the selection process
is quite straightforward. First, individuals are sorted by non-
increasing order of fitness. The fittest individuals are directly
copied to the next generation; this is known as elitism, and
serves the purpose of not losing the best found individuals.
The number of individuals depends on the crossover rate (see
genetic operators), with the formula PS ∗ (1 − CR), where
PS is the population size and CR is the crossover rate.
Genetic operators (generation): The genetic operators
are designed with the goal of avoiding unfeasible solutions,
considering the fragile relationships between variables. The
key principle is to preserve at most one path per flow. Taking
this into consideration, the mutation operator first selects a
flow to mutate, then sets all bits corresponding to route this
flow via a path to zero. Then, with low probability (0.01%)
a random path is chosen for the selected flow. With such
mutation operator, it is guaranteed that at most one path is
selected to route a given flow.
The crossover operator is performed on a number of in-
dividuals w.r.t. the formula CS = PS ∗ CR, where CS is
the crossover size (the individuals to reproduce), PS is the
population size and CR is the crossover rate. Similarly, the
mutation operator is applied to a number of individuals w.r.t.
the formula MS = CS ∗ MR, where MS is the mutation
size (the individuals to mutate), and MR is the mutation rate.
The rates start at MR = 0.1 and CR = 0.9, during the
generations, the mutation rate increases while the crossover
rate decreases while maintaining the constraint MR+CR = 1,
as proposed in [19]. Nonetheless, as the genetic algorithm
terminates in a fixed time (see termination), the rates are
adapted according to the elapsed time, and the estimated
number of remaining generations; such time-adaptive rate
scheme is a novel contribution and may help other GAs.
Termination: Indeed, the PFAR problem is a bounded
optimization problem, i.e., the optimal cannot be greater than∑|F |
i=1 P(h(fi)) as that implies that all flows are admitted.
Thus, two criteria are chosen for terminating the genetic
algorithm. The first is to obtain an individual with fitness
equal to the optimal value, which happens only for instances in
which the optimal is the maximal possible value. The second is
if the generation process has been executed for a constant time.
The motivation behind this is to find the best possible solution
in an acceptable time. In our experiments we set this constant
time to ten seconds, as we are interested in re-configuring the
network with such time intervals. However, this constant can
be changed. The algorithm repeats the generation step until
one of the two conditions for termination is met.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As previously discussed, there are theoretical advantages
and disadvantages to both the exact and heuristic approaches
presented in previous sections. On the one hand, the exact
solution based on ILP may provide an optimal and exact
solution. However, this approach is computationally hard, and
may not be able to provide a solution in a reasonable amount
of time, for large instances (w.r.t. the number of nodes and
flows in the network). On the other hand, the heuristic solution
based on GAs is guaranteed to provide the best known solution
in a constant time. Nonetheless, there is no guarantee that the
best solution is good. Furthermore, it is interesting to compare
how far the solution is from the optimal. For those reasons,
in this section we present an experimental evaluation. Before
presenting the obtained results, we present the particularities
of the generated instances.
Network topology / bandwidth capacity: As both ap-
proaches are generic, and topology agnostic, the experimental
evaluation can be done with any topology or bandwidth
assignation. As we feel that completely aleatory instances
may yield good but uninteresting results, we focused on
networks with specific topologies and bandwidth relationships.
First, due to our particular interest in such topologies, and
second because we feel such topologies are widespread, and
furthermore, they capture different topological arrangements.
In order to better explain topologies of interest, we present
an example of 11 nodes in Fig. 3. The topologies of interest
are based on double-star networks. Such hierarchical networks
are of general interest. Additionally, we include a full mesh
sub-component, in order to provide a diverse sample. Finally,
nodes in the first level are connected in a so-called bus
configuration, and some nodes are isolated, connected only
through the root of the topology. The bandwidth of the root
node to the first level nodes is the highest (L0), while the
return bandwidth for each link is at most half. Similarly, the
bandwidth of the first level to the second level is inferior
than the return links (L1), and finally, the smallest bandwidth
is considered for nodes at the second level. This type of
topology considers that traffic is concentrated at the root or
much of the traffic passes through the root. In order to vary
the passing bandwidth, a maximal constant for each level is
defined, and a random fraction between one and one-tenth
is assigned to each link. Such topologies can be generated
via Algorithm 2. For our experimental evaluation we chose
L0 =30Mbps, L1 =10Mbps, and L2 =2Mbps.
Fig. 3. Example topology
Flow characteristics and distribution: In our experi-
ments, it is interesting to generate many flows, and further-
more, to generate instances in which the network capacity is
surpassed by those flows (n.b. this implies that optimization
bound is not reachable). To generate such congestion, a simple
approach has been taken. First, flows must always fit all links,
therefore, their bandwidth requirements are always inferior
to the smallest bandwidth capacity of the graph, that is
L2
rand(1−10) . Additionally, to force our algorithms to always
choose between at least two flows, flows have random size
between L22∗rand(1−10) and
L2
rand(1−10)−1. The amount of flows
to generate depends on the sum of all the outgoing capacity of
a node. For each node, flows are generated to randomly and
Algorithm 2: Topology generation
input : A number of nodes N , maximal bandwidth constants
L0, L1, L2
output: A graph with the desired topology / bandwidth
properties
Step 0: To have a double-star base, solve (for the positive root)
the equation N = n2 + n+ 1, where n is the number of
children per node.
Step 1: Create the graph G with N nodes
Step 2: Add the links (0, i) and (i, 0) to G with L0
rand(1,10)
and
L0
2∗(rand(1,10)) bandwidth, respectively ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Step 3: Add the links (i, i+ 1) and (i+ 1, i) to G with
L1
rand(1,10)
bandwidth ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}// bus-like
connections for nodes of the first
level.
Step 4: Add the links (i, j) and (j, i) to G with L1
rand(1,10)
and
L1
2∗rand(1,10) bandwidth, respectively
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}∀j ∈ {i ∗ n+ 1, . . . , i ∗ n+ n}
Step 5: Add the links (j, k) and (k, j) to G with L2
rand(1,10)
bandwidth ∀j ∈ {i ∗ n+ 1, . . . , i ∗ n+ n}∀k ∈ {2 ∗ i, . . . ,
3 ∗ i}// mesh connections for the first
sub-cluster
Step 6: Add the links (0, i) and (i, 0) to G with L0
rand(1,10)
and
L0
2∗rand(1,10) bandwidth, respectively
∀i ∈ {n2 + 1, . . . , N − 1}// Add the remainder
nodes to the root
return G
uniformly distributed destination of nodes until all outgoing
capacity of the node is surpassed. By doing so, congestion
per node is guaranteed. Furthermore, the entire network gets
congested, since links are involved in many paths, as flows
are uniformly distributed. This configuration generates hard
instances, in which for a network of two nodes hundreds of
flows are generated, and a choice between them must be made.
As the size of instances increases, instances become harder.
Finally, the priority distribution of flows has been chosen in
the following manner. First, the number of different priorities
has been limited to five, as we feel in realistic environments a
small number is enough to prioritize traffic. The priorities are
1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000. The desired distribution of flows
is 50%, 27%, 13%, 7% and 3%, respectively. Note that, since
flows are randomly generated, such distribution may differ
slightly.
Experimental setup: The experiments have been executed
on an Ubuntu 20.04 LTS, kernel 5.4.0-47 with 16GB of
RAM and eight Intel Core Processor (Broadwell). All software
modules have been developed using C++, and compiled with
the GNU Compiler Collection. For solving the ILP program,
the C++ interface of the Gurobi3 [8] solver has been used. The
instances were generated as previously described, the size of
the instances varies between two and 50 nodes.
Experimental results: The experimental results are shown
in Table III. As can be seen, the optimal solution4 is often
3Note that, the CPLEX solver has been also tested and its performance for
our instances is inferior compared to Gurobi thus, justifying our choice.
4Considering an optimality tolerance for the solver to provide faster results.
found in acceptable time, and furthermore the heuristic ap-
proach is well-motivated by the fact that the exact solution
can sometimes be found only in very a long time (see
rows corresponding to 34 and 48 nodes). Further, the results
obtained by the heuristic solution are close-to-optimal. In order
to better visualize the results, in Fig. 4 we show the GA
optimality ratio; likewise, we show the ILP running time in
Fig. 5 (recall, the GA is configured to terminate in ten seconds
or less).
Instance Optimal ILP time(s) GA value
|V | = 2 |F | = 301 156251 0.019 156251
|V | = 3 |F | = 244 112070 0.018 112067
|V | = 4 |F | = 348 88656 0.031 88626
|V | = 5 |F | = 633 157947 0.37 157893
|V | = 6 |F | = 794 380215 0.31 380038
|V | = 7 |F | = 972 376780 0.54 375829
|V | = 8 |F | = 798 232019 0.66 231161
|V | = 9 |F | = 813 323810 0.59 323193
|V | = 10 |F | = 1146 381757 0.65 379072
|V | = 11 |F | = 1162 422800 4.6 419916
|V | = 12 |F | = 1466 588925 1.4 582441
|V | = 13 |F | = 1989 683404 3.2 646450
|V | = 14 |F | = 1627 609419 1.6 594272
|V | = 15 |F | = 2269 774025 3.4 742937
|V | = 16 |F | = 2091 871088 1.8 844333
|V | = 17 |F | = 1224 555164 1.3 550268
|V | = 18 |F | = 1607 669305 0.87 656240
|V | = 19 |F | = 1776 793718 1.8 783000
|V | = 20 |F | = 2584 882535 5 864960
|V | = 21 |F | = 2533 963391 6.1 945893
|V | = 22 |F | = 3888 1588351 3.8 1561413
|V | = 23 |F | = 2726 873393 7.5 839107
|V | = 24 |F | = 2898 1193431 5.6 1095777
|V | = 25 |F | = 2733 1039981 7.4 958294
|V | = 26 |F | = 2408 901821 19 845234
|V | = 27 |F | = 2569 832278 2.3 820566
|V | = 28 |F | = 2116 862648 12 840215
|V | = 29 |F | = 2709 1028725 9.9 980480
|V | = 30 |F | = 2325 795948 3.1 782428
|V | = 31 |F | = 3889 1498438 11 1434224
|V | = 32 |F | = 4625 1625792 8.9 1578978
|V | = 33 |F | = 3899 1375422 11 1358840
|V | = 34 |F | = 3191 1165834 220 1131384
|V | = 35 |F | = 4533 1560722 26 1383051
|V | = 36 |F | = 3076 976290 11 916303
|V | = 37 |F | = 4588 1694784 3.5 1691138
|V | = 38 |F | = 2721 1081105 17 1025966
|V | = 39 |F | = 3856 1563589 9.2 1458821
|V | = 40 |F | = 3810 1341606 26 1304439
|V | = 41 |F | = 3430 1286082 3.8 1254889
|V | = 42 |F | = 4561 1912342 4.9 1798727
|V | = 43 |F | = 6481 2297201 14 2230465
|V | = 44 |F | = 5519 1855886 15 1624787
|V | = 45 |F | = 5703 2102188 12 1911110
|V | = 46 |F | = 4926 1832282 39 1792867
|V | = 47 |F | = 4951 1891856 20 1800362
|V | = 48 |F | = 3617 1242983 490 1224566
|V | = 49 |F | = 4113 1547782 13 1464983
|V | = 50 |F | = 3518 1353846 34 1279134
TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel priority admis-
sion and routing scheme by leveraging the centralized SDN
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capabilities. We have proposed an exact method to solve the
proposed problem via an integer linear programming program.
Due to the potentially high computational complexity of the
exact approach, a heuristic approach has been proposed; this
heuristic approach is based on genetic algorithms and incorpo-
rates a fitness function inspired by reinforcement learning. Our
experimental results show that both approaches are pertinent.
Despite the promising results obtained in this work, many
aspects are left for future work. First, since the exact approach
does not guarantee a good running time nor the heuristic
approach guarantees an optimality approximation, it is in-
teresting to study approximation algorithms for the priority
admission and routing problem [16]. Another direction which
we plan to study is to further tune the genetic algorithm
parameters. Additionally, it is interesting to study other heuris-
tic approaches such as particle swarm optimization. Finally,
another interesting perspective is to study other functional
restrictions on the path assignation for the flows.
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APPENDIX A
ILP PROGRAM EXAMPLE
In this section, we present an example for a particular ILP
instance (the running example presented in Fig. 1 and Table I)
in Equation 3. It is important to note that the ILP formulation
largely depends on the resulting paths(fi) function, which
is a set of paths for a given flow fi. For that reason, we
present first the set of paths for each flow in Table IV.
Note that the paths for a flow depend on its source and
destination. Therefore, the set of paths is repeated for many
flows. Likewise, we consider that the paths are listed in the
set’s lexicographical order, i.e., the order that they appear
listed. For example we refer to the first path for the first flow
as ρ1,1 = (N1, N2), ρ1,2 = (N1, N3)(N3, N2), etc. Finally,
note that the restrictions on the domain of the variables has
been omitted, as all the variables are binary.
ID paths
1 {(N1, N2), (N1, N3)(N3, N2), (N1, N4)(N4, N2), (N1, N3)(N3,
N4)(N4, N2), (N1, N4)(N4, N3)(N3, N2)}
2 Same as the paths for flow with ID 1.
3 {(N3, N2), (N3, N1)(N1, N2), (N3, N4)(N4, N2), (N3, N1)(N1,
N4)(N4, N2), (N3, N4)(N4, N1)(N1, N2)}
4 Same as the paths for flow with ID 1.
TABLE IV
PATHS FOR FLOWS
maximize 10 ∗ α1 + 1000 ∗ α2 + α3 + 100 ∗ α4
subject to:
ρ1,1 + ρ1,2 + ρ1,3 + ρ1,4 + ρ1,5 = α1
ρ2,1 + ρ2,2 + ρ2,3 + ρ2,4 + ρ2,5 = α2
ρ3,1 + ρ3,2 + ρ3,3 + ρ3,4 + ρ3,5 = α3
ρ4,1 + ρ4,2 + ρ4,3 + ρ4,4 + ρ4,5 = α4
ε1,1,2 ≥ ρ1,1
ε1,1,3 + ε1,3,2 ≥ 2 ∗ ρ1,2
ε1,1,4 + ε1,4,2 ≥ 2 ∗ ρ1,3
ε1,1,3 + ε1,3,4 + ε1,4,2 ≥ 3 ∗ ρ1,4
ε1,1,4 + ε1,4,3 + ε1,3,2 ≥ 3 ∗ ρ1,5
ε2,1,2 ≥ ρ2,1
ε2,1,3 + ε2,3,2 ≥ 2 ∗ ρ2,2
ε2,1,4 + ε2,4,2 ≥ 2 ∗ ρ2,3
ε2,1,3 + ε2,3,4 + ε2,4,2 ≥ 3 ∗ ρ2,4
ε2,1,4 + ε2,4,3 + ε2,3,2 ≥ 3 ∗ ρ2,5
ε3,3,2 ≥ ρ3,1
ε3,3,1 + ε3,1,2 ≥ 2 ∗ ρ3,2
ε3,3,4 + ε3,4,2 ≥ 2 ∗ ρ3,3
ε3,3,1 + ε3,1,4 + ε3,4,2 ≥ 3 ∗ ρ3,4
ε3,3,4 + ε3,4,1 + ε3,1,2 ≥ 3 ∗ ρ3,5
ε4,1,2 ≥ ρ4,1
ε4,1,3 + ε4,3,2 ≥ 2 ∗ ρ4,2
ε4,1,4 + ε4,4,2 ≥ 2 ∗ ρ4,3
ε4,1,3 + ε4,3,4 + ε4,4,2 ≥ 3 ∗ ρ4,4
ε4,1,4 + ε4,4,3 + ε4,3,2 ≥ 3 ∗ ρ4,5
2 ∗ ε1,1,2 + 2 ∗ ε2,1,2 + ε3,1,2 + 2 ∗ ε4,1,2 ≤ 2
2 ∗ ε1,2,1 + 2 ∗ ε2,2,1 + ε3,2,1 + 2 ∗ ε4,2,1 ≤ 1
2 ∗ ε1,1,3 + 2 ∗ ε2,1,3 + ε3,1,3 + 2 ∗ ε4,1,3 ≤ 2
2 ∗ ε1,3,1 + 2 ∗ ε2,3,1 + ε3,3,1 + 2 ∗ ε4,3,1 ≤ 3
2 ∗ ε1,1,4 + 2 ∗ ε2,1,4 + ε3,1,4 + 2 ∗ ε4,1,4 ≤ 2
2 ∗ ε1,4,1 + 2 ∗ ε2,4,1 + ε3,4,1 + 2 ∗ ε4,4,1 ≤ 4
2 ∗ ε1,2,3 + 2 ∗ ε2,2,3 + ε3,2,3 + 2 ∗ ε4,2,3 ≤ 3
2 ∗ ε1,3,2 + 2 ∗ ε2,3,2 + ε3,3,2 + 2 ∗ ε4,3,2 ≤ 2
2 ∗ ε1,2,4 + 2 ∗ ε2,2,4 + ε3,2,4 + 2 ∗ ε4,2,4 ≤ 1
2 ∗ ε1,4,2 + 2 ∗ ε2,4,2 + ε3,4,2 + 2 ∗ ε4,4,2 ≤ 2
2 ∗ ε1,3,4 + 2 ∗ ε2,3,4 + ε3,3,4 + 2 ∗ ε4,3,4 ≤ 1
2 ∗ ε1,4,3 + 2 ∗ ε2,4,3 + ε3,4,3 + 2 ∗ ε4,4,3 ≤ 2
ε1,2,1 + ε1,3,1 + ε1,4,1 + ε1,2,3 + ε1,2,4 = 0
ε2,2,1 + ε2,3,1 + ε2,4,1 + ε2,2,3 + ε2,2,4 = 0
ε3,2,3 + ε3,1,3 + ε3,4,3 + ε3,2,1 + ε3,2,4 = 0
ε4,2,1 + ε4,3,1 + ε4,4,1 + ε4,2,3 + ε4,2,4 = 0
(3)
